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About This Content
You're hidden behind the lines.
I reach out, deafened by silence.
As we mourn the Grasshopper's passing,
Heaven's gate opens.

Heaven's Gate is a quiet kinetic novel by etherane
Average reading time: 40 min
Genre: slice of life, coming-of-age, drama
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This is a story set in a parallel universe with a focus on True Realm characters from Hello Charlotte series. Therefore,
playing Hello Charlotte first is advised.
This DLC has a canon-compliant extra story - "Diary".
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Title: Hello Charlotte: Heaven's Gate
Genre: Casual
Developer:
etherane
Release Date: 28 Sep, 2018
b4d347fde0

English
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Having healers that bug up and don't heal 90% of the time makes this unplayable.. Only DLC worth buying before a 80% off
sale on the DOA pack (for Ayane).
Unless you didn't get Nep for free...You did get your free Nep, right?. pros:
-Pure content... If you need a game that will make you feel good and smile on a rainy day, this game is great. The story is simple
and cute and it only takes a few hours to play through it.
-Visually pleasing
-Easy to understand objective as they are pretty clearly laid out.
-Allows you to walk faster... yes, this is THAT imporant. Nothing annoys me more thn a game that forces me to move slowly.
-I enjoyed that they threw in "amount of energy" and money management, it makes you think more carefully about what you do.
-For the price it's totally worth it...
cons:
-Glitchy ♥♥♥♥ing achievments... I beat this entire game with nothing to show for it even though I should have gotten close to
all of them except the "10 flower pot" achievment. This, was very upsetting for me as someone who enjoys unlocking
achiemvents to show for their hard work... Achivmenets validate all the time I waste gaming lol. This was upsetting enough to
where I probably wont do the harder mode play through.
-The controls kinda suck and you cannot change them around to fit what works for you. I have a gaming laptop and was
physically uncomfortable for a lot of it. BUT, after a while i did adjust/just got used to it.
-If you press f12 the FREAKING STEAM SCREENSHOT BUTTON FOR ALL GAMES, it exits the game without asking first
and without saving. This, was, infurriating... As I am also someone who likes to remember games by taking screenshots of the
most memorable moments.. Same as part 1. Don't unless you liked that one.. Dogcoin is a bare bones, basic platformer with a lot
of spikes and coins. Enter into a world of single screen challenges where you combat the game's "jump only when moving"
controls. There is a gambit of issues with Dogcoin such as needing backgrounds, better controls, better level design and
collision.
The biggest issue with the game is when you bump your head on the ceiling you drop like a stone, so that makes a bad game
more frustrating. After five minutes on the second level I gave up. Too many perfect jumps with imperfect collision detection
on the spikes. The character can hook its elbow on a platform to stay a float.
You're given unlimited deaths to make up for the poor level design, but with each death the music restarts. The music doesn't
even loop. when its over, it stops, then starts up again!
The gimmick of this game seems to be throwing coins, which you can do with the up key. You also jump with the up key, but
only when you're moving. Each thrown coin costs a coin, but its cool since you start with 1,000 and each single screen level has
a dozen or more coins. You have no aim with the coin, when you throw them it goes in one of five random directions. When
your coins deplete to 0... you can still throw coins.
Here's the catch, why are you throwing coins when there seems to be no enemies? Sure the trailer shows enemies, but two levels
into the game there were none. Even then, the coin throw is too powerful even if you can't aim it. You have a thousand
projectiles that fire so quickly that nothing would stand a chance. Again... assuming that the level design was good enough for
me to complete the second level.
I hear you can tell a lot about a game from its title screen and or menu. This game has neither one. You're just dumped into the
game.. Bring The Crunch is another $12 DLC with 2-3 hours of content so just putting that out there immediately as that's the
biggest issue with the DLC. I personally liked this DLC a lot and thought it was cool. Unique new location, enemies, bosses, new
buddy, outfits, and new powers its great, but is it $12 great? If you really care about money than no so wait on sale but if you
don\u2019t care than buy it. I would say that the Casa Bonita is better if you\u2019re looking for a would you rather. Just know
that this DLC is very horror\/Friday 13th themed so it's a better
Halloween\/October like DLC if you\u2019re looking to perhaps play it around then
+New location
+New powers that's actually really good I\u2019m not quite sure on bosses but I\u2019m pretty sure the ultimate insta kills no
matter what
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+New outfits (tons of monster outfits)
+New items
+New buddy (obviously) and he\u2019s pretty good as well
+Cool sense of side stuff to do (earn badges) and they are pretty simple
+Easy puzzles
+Spoiler Return of Bootay
+Enemies are super easy
+Cool final boss and set of bosses
-Gameplay spoiler Felt it was \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665t during the Bootay run-away scene where the
pumpkin guys would always attack last and would use this attack that would be inescapable as it would reach about half the map
and would pull you back into the blast radius making it impossible to prevent yourself from dying was lame
-I feel like the game tries to make the DLC longer with just putting boring tedious puzzles throughout rooms for example
Nathan\u2019s cabin, the cabin where you learn your new powers, and the mess hall is just way to much
puzzle\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665that is just boring af
-Its kinda nice since it makes the game easier but there is an attack where the enemies would take a turn to line up a shoot to
shoot you with a fireball and would have to wait until next turn to fire it. Not only did it take them two turns to use a single
attack it barely does any damage and about 80% of the enemies do it in certain fights making it kinda lame
-What was the point of the old guy? I didn\u2019t like him and felt like he was just some random cuck to add some funny
moments
Overall I liked this DLC a lot although its very horror centered and overly bloody and gorey for a DLC that came out in July lol
it was still cool. The gameplay was simple with a cool new buddy who is really good. A great new sense of powers, sweet new
outfits, new items, and awesome bosses to fight. Some enemies have terrible fight moves which makes the fights super easy and
the DLC is $12 for about 2 hours worth of content so not quite worth it unless money doesn\u2019t matter to you.. Basically a 5
dollar demo, which isn't the end of the world. The biggest issue I have is that the game simply isn't hard enough. The fact is is
that I'm not that amazing at most BENAMI games. If you even look at my osu! account you will see that I'm pretty awful at
mania. But alas I love a good rhythm game and wanted to give MUSYNX a try.
All in all the game is very stylish and very often presentable. The few charts I tried had very good visuals, with the exception of
one that made the chart quite difficult to read. All in all, the presentation of the game is really nice.
As I said though, the game is just too easy for me, the first thing I did was FC a lvl.8 chart (4K), which is already isn't great; but
moving on to lvl.10 (4K) charts (the hardest including without the CAD$25 DLC) I 4 missed, and could more than likely FC
with few tries. Even with 4K it felt far too easy. 6K offers more difficulty of course, but not nearly enough for any rhythm
game fan to truly get much value from this. What's more is that you are given years to hit the note, even with these harder
charts, It was rare not getting an exact, even if mashing. Takes the rhythm out of the rhythm game (and this is coming from an
osu! std player)
Song wise without the full version, it's okay. Get artists like Memme which is very welcome, as well as Vocaloid tracks and the
Nekopara theme song (:cinnamon2:). Nothing truly stood out in my opinion, but the song listing seems pretty good.
If the majority of the game wasn't behind a huge paywall, I would be more forgiving to the difficulty, but this is hard to
recommend. Once again the presentation and song choice is pretty good, but the difficulty just doesn't seem there, you can
make a 4K charts far more difficult; maybe it would feel more fun with a controller, but controller support isn't there (odd for a
game on consoles). I can't recommend this game, but it's almost there. Hopefully a sequel can make more interesting and
difficult charts, and not hide the game behind a paywall 5 times the price of the base game.
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I have every intention of writing a much more detailed review of Who Am I: The Tale of Dorothy once I have more time in the
game, but I chose not to delay communicating my immediate impressions for even a day. This game is simply fascinating, and
very challenging. Some players might see this is a personal journey. Others may see it as a very human oriented puzzle game.
(And some may just be bored and confused, and they may be the ones that will benefit the most from this inexpensive gem.)
Dorothy is a 14-year old girl inhabited by several very divergent personalities, and you are a psychologist who can only
communicate with her during dreams. Obviously, each personality must be dealt with in a very specific manner, and saying the
wrong thing might shut down that conversation entirely. Each day Dorothy has experiences that effect how the various
conversations might best be directed during that night's dreams.
The goal of WAI:TTOD is to find peace for Dorothy, but very carefully and cautiously. Not only is integration with every
personality required fro successful completion, but Dorothy must be carefully protected from too much shock and surprise
without adequate preparation and time.
An interesting, heartfelt and challenging game at a remarkable price, even when not on sale. Please, at least take a look and see
if it might be a game to help you gain understanding of delicate human interaction, and of the pain that all humans suffer within.
Thank you.. Just a wonderful time. Super atmospheric. Good old fashioned turn based strategy game. A bit tricky to get it
running on Win10 (support forums are a great help) and certainly has some stability issues (also doesn't run in a higher
resolution than 640*480). Still worth it, if only for the nostalgia bit.. Played local coop and had a blast with it. A great little
game to play with mates, 4 interesting game types with hopefully more to come

If you want to see what they game type are then check out the video below
https:\/\/youtu.be\/4EoEokPe-UI. I did not play for long, but it just didn't feel good. The controls were bad and the visuals are
meh. I don't recommend it
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